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Mullions for Multi-Core Units
(Supply and Return)

No visible mullions through 36x36.  5/8” mullions on larger sizes as illustrated below.

Extruded Aluminum Plaster Frame (Model RXAA)

The Model RXAA extruded aluminum all-purpose frame is
available to meet requirements for a plaster stop, or for
installation after plastering where it is necessary to 
frequently remove the register or grille.
The frames are constructed to fit standard grille sizes. Duct
openings should be made 3/16” oversize to accommodate
the frame. When installed after plastering, the frame 

protrudes only 11/32” from the wall. When mounted before
plastering, the frame acts as a plaster ground and its edge
is embedded in a plaster to make a flush mounting 
installation. A gasket is furnished to prevent air leakage
around the frame. The natural finish is natural anodize.
Sizes greater than 48” in one direction and greater than 36”
in the other direction, will be shipped knocked down.

SPECIFICATION:
Polyurethane Gasket
Standard Finish:  Natural Anodize Aluminum

NOTE:
Screws, screw holes and duct by others.
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EXTRUDED ALUMINUM ALL-PURPOSE PLASTER FRAME | Model RXAA

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM ALL-PURPOSE PLASTER FRAME

MODEL RXAA

The Model RXAA extruded aluminum all-purpose frame is furnished to meet requirements for a plaster stop,
or for installation after plastering where it is necessary to frequently remove the register or grilles.
The frames are constructed to fit standard  grille sizes. Duct openings should be made 3/16” oversize to
accommodate frame. When installed after plastering, the frame protrudes only 11/32” from wall. When
mounted before plastering, the frame acts as a plaster ground and its edge is embedded in plaster to make
a flush mounting installation.
A gasket is furnished to prevent air leakage around frame.  Standard finish is natural anodize.
Sizes greater than 48” in one direction and greater than 36” in other direction will be shipped knocked down.

Model Numbering System — R&G Accessories - Extruded Aluminum All-Purpose Frame

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

R X A A 0 0 4 0 0 4 0 0 2 0

R - Register &
Grille

X -  Accessory

A -Extruded Aluminum
Plaster Frame

FRACTIONAL SIZE

FINISHES
20 - Mill Finish (Default)
01 - White
11 - Bright White
See Master Finish List for other Finishes

DESIGN
SERIES

HEIGHT
004 - 4” 
Minimum

WIDTH
004 - 4” 
Minimum

0 - 0”
1 - 1/8”
2 - 1/4”
3 - 3/8”

4 - 1/2”
5 - 5/8”
6 - 3/4”
7 - 7/8”




